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Climate Justice for Women in Ethiopia  

Climate change is the global phenomenon of climate transformation characterized by the changes in the usual climate of the planet 

(regarding temperature, precipitation, and wind) that are especially caused by human activities. As a result of unbalancing the weather of 

earth, the suitability of the planet’s ecosystem is under threat and the future of humankind, and the stability of the global economy. Climate 

change causes disruptive phenomenon such as drought, flood, hunger, poverty, displacement, loss of species, and live threatening           

diseases.  

 

While climate change devastates communities, its impact is felt differently across different populations. Marginalized populations such as 

women, people with disabilities, the elderly, low income households are most vulnerable to climate variations despite generally not being 

high greenhouse gas emitters. Due to gender inequalities ingrained in our culture, women bear a disproportionate brunt of the                    

responsibilities during climate disasters. They experience greater malnutrition as social norms dictate women to eat only after feeding their 

family, sustaining only on leftovers. Gender based violence also rises during climate change/disasters. Women may be required to walk            

increasingly longer distances to access a water source making them more vulnerable to sexual assault. Due to lifesaving resource scarcity, 

young women and girls are likely to be coerced into sexual exploitation. Culturally, women also have less direct agency over their own   

movements. For women who rely on agriculture, they are typically unable to uproot their lives in search of work opportunities without the           

permission of their head of family (often men). This limits their options of finding employment elsewhere to support their families.  

 

Climate justice examines concepts such as equality, human rights, collective rights, and historical responsibilities for climate change. It      

exposes unfair systems and fights for the rights of the vulnerable. It advocates for “what should be” by criticizing “what is”.  

 

Every person on this planet shares the responsibility to promote the sustainability of our environment. Join us in promoting climate justice by 

spreading awareness, advocating for environment/climate policies, and engaging in activities that build climate resilience. Start your journey 

today by informing yourself about the issues, reducing your waste, recycling, and planting trees. We do hope that you enjoy the art created 

by these talented children and youth.  

                                                                                                                                                      Sincerely, 
 

                                                                                               Young Women Organizing for Climate Justice Ethiopia: Climate Justice Champions 



“The aim of art is to       
represent not the outward   
appearance of things but   

their inward significance.” 
 

~Aristotle  

“We cannot solve a [climate] 
crisis without calling it a     

crisis. And if solutions within 
the system are so impossible 

to find, then maybe we should 
change the system itself. 

   

~ Greta Thunberg  



“Mother” - a mother is a     

nation, a mother is a sister. 

She deserves to be loved 

and respected .                             

                                                       

~By Aya 

 

“Adey Ababa” - this plant signifies 

a new year and hope. Let’s all 

plant trees and give hope.                              

                                                               

~By Amen Engida 

 

A mother caring for her child. 

                                               

~By Rakeb Biruk 

 



“Nature’s Beauty” 

                                  ~By Tinsae Tamirat 

 

“Nature and Childhood” - The relationship chil-

dren have with nature. 

                                  ~By Natnael Hailu 

 



“Love” - we give and share with those who are 

in need to how our love. 

                                        ~By Semere Taeme 

 

“The Beauty of Nature” - There is beauty all 

around us. We need to celebrate it and protect it.  

                                                      ~By Mikias 

 



Depicts the co-existence of nature and         

civilization. 

                                  ~By Elbetel Habte Giorgis 

 

“Pollution” - Let us all do our part to protect  our 

citizens against pollution. 

                                  ~By Amanel Awetahegn 

 



“Flowers and Butterflies” - they are essential to 

the pollination process. Let us do our part to 

plant vegetation. 

                                         ~By Yeabtsega Ayele 

“Civilization” - depicts Emperor Minilik as the first 

Ethiopian leader to bring elements of civilization 

to the country. 

                                         ~By Bereket 



“Responsibility” - a woman carries the weight 

of the world. 

                                        ~By Hamlin Zerihun 

“Leilena/Princess Hood ” - depicts the 

majesty of a woman. 

                                    ~By Tsinat Daniel 

 



“Life of a woman” - depicts the heavy burden 

and competing responsibilities of being a  

woman in some rural parts of Ethiopia. 

                                        ~By Rodas Mathewos 

“well wishes” - depicts hope as she is picking up 

Adey Ababa looking to the new year.  

 

                                        ~By Amaniel Daniel 



“Motherhood” - shows the care and love a 

mother is capable of. 

                                                       ~By Kidist 

 

“Kefita/Height” - shows the heights a woman 

can rise to. 

                                                       ~By Rediet 

 



“Strength” - shows the strength women have   

despite their circumstances and responsibilities. 

                                       

                                    ~By Mesfin Alemayehu 

“Victorious and Enduring Nature of a Woman”  - 

the different colors used celebrates the beauty of 

our diverse backgrounds and cultures.                                             

                                ~By Edelawit Gebregziabher  



“Hope” - depicts the status of the nation. Even in 

most dire situations, hope can be found.  

                                                       

                                                      ~By Rediet 

 

“A Forever Road” - we are all on the same road, 

the road of life. Some of us are building that road 

while others are demolishing it. Let us actively be 

aware of our contributions.  

                                                 ~By Zelalem 

 



“My Ethiopia” - she is a nation to whom our               

forefathers have paid great sacrifice. It is our               

responsibility to protect and hand over to the next    

generation a prospering country.   

                                                      ~By Obama 

“Enough” - freedom for all Africans from any 

type of bondage and restrictions to prosper.  

                                     

                                         ~By Musay Daniel 



“Time is Fleeting” - time is 

a fleeting thing. Let us use 

the time we are given   

wisely.  

         ~By Betelhem Eshetu 

 

“Self-Improvement” - choose to 

keep learning and seek             

opportunities of self-growth. 

        

                      ~By Derek Ephrem  

 

“Misgana/Thanksgiving” -          

repurposed canvas from sheep’s 

skin. Existing or used materials 

can have a renewed purpose and  

create beauty.         

                      ~By Yosef Teferi 

 



“Life and Death” - Depicts the                         

interconnected nature of life and death. Circle 

of life. 

                                           ~By Fenet Muleta 

“An African Woman” - depicts the centrality of a 

woman to the identity of Africa. 

                                ~Rediet Tewordros 



We must protect and care for our    

rural communities. It is important to 

visit rural areas to understand them.                                                                     

                       ~By Miraf Neway 

 

“Let’s Protect Nature” -        

celebrate  our resources and 

protect our environment.                                                                                     

                 ~By Haybron Biruk 

“Nature and Animals” -depicts 

the relationship among all natural 

beings. 

             ~By Maida Mawshet 



“The Amazing Animal” - depicts the 

majesty of an  eagle and  nature.                                                         

          

                         ~By Paulos Negash 

 

“My Dog” - I love my dog and want everyone to 

care for the animals species who can’t care for 

themselves.                          

                                          ~By Alula Abraham 

 



“Happiness” - we need to find happiness and 

pride in who we are: our culture, heritage, and 

resources. 

                                      ~By Yonatan Asefa 

“My Ethiopia” - regardless of the challenge our 

nation can overcome and rise like a phoenix.  

                              

                                  ~By Mekdem Mulugeta 



“My motherland: Ethiopia, Africa” - The different 

colors used celebrates the beauty of our diverse 

backgrounds and cultures.          
                                    

                                                      ~By Zekarias 

Depicts the reality of youth unemployment in     

urban communities and their dependence on 

the good will of others. 

                                       ~By Ruhama Abraham 



“Book” - books are a window to knowledge. Let 

us keep ourselves informed about issues     

facing the world. 

                                                   ~By Mikias  

“The Wise” - in recognition of artist Afewerk 

Tekle who’s work has shaped many and        

depicted the traditional existence of Ethiopians. 

                                         ~By Tsega Ayele 



“Heroism” - great honor and respect to the 

women who have paid great service to the  

protection of this nation. 

 

                                             ~By Kalab Shikur 

 

“Responsibility” - we need to learn from the    

dignity by which soldiers balance the many  

competing priorities and responsibilities they 

have .  

                                            ~By Kidus Tadesse 



“Money can’t buy happiness.”  

                                       

                          ~By Nahom Michael 

 

“Heath”  

                                       

                          ~By Nahom 

 



“Police and Thief” - Let us all be vigilant and 

protect our country from theft. 

                                         ~By Hizkael  Engida 

 

“Flag” - Let us love our country and promote 

love for her. 

                                          ~By Samuel Engida 

 



“Yedimir Getseta/Diversity”  

                        ~By Alef Neway 

 

“Peace” 

             ~By Biruk Kidus 

 



“Tibeka/Protection” - depicts the protection 

Ethiopia has from God.  

                         ~By Esrael Mekonin 

 

“Eyeta/Perspective” - depicts the diversity in 

our viewpoints and the need to measure using 

multiple perspectives. 

                                             ~By Biruk Kidus 



“Young Women Organizing for Climate  
Justice Ethiopia would like to extend its 
deepest gratitude to Alem Gallery and all 

the students who participated in this exhibit. 
We thank you for being part of the           

generation willing to advocate for the       
climate justice and for lending us your     

talents as we strive to spread awareness. 
Keep amplifying your voice! 



Follow us on social media for additional information on 

climate justice or you can reach out to us via email  

@youngwomen4climatejustice 

youngwomenforclimatejustice@gmail.com 

@youngwomen4cli1 

@youngwomen4climatejustice 

Let’s create a better planet together! 


